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DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
This visit provides a classic itinerary that circles the Italian defences from the
Venas passage towards Zoppè and Zoldo, in attractive scenery abounding in mead-
ows and taulà, the typical Dolomite hay barns, majestically towered over by
Mount Pelmo. About 1.5 kilometres after the vehicular road (route 478) and
the G.P. Talamini Refuge (1,582 m, route 456), a turning to the right leads to
the Cucei saddle at 1,693 metres, after which a path takes you along the ridge
of Becco di Cuzze (1,750 m), where there are a number of emplacements, trench-
es and ammunition stores. Rendezvous: Piazza Santa Lucia in Vodo di Cadore
(879 m), from which you can take a car to the fork for the Cucei saddle.
DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE
About 900 metres from the bridge over the Boite (about 160 metres from Access A).
DURATION
From Access A to the top of Becco di Cuzze and back by the circular route, 4
hours, variable according to the time spent looking at the structures on the
ridge.
DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
An easy walk along a vehicular road from the G.P. Talamini Refuge as far as
the fork for the Cucei saddle. A harder climb to the top of Becco di Cuzze (un-
surfaced road, exposed paths).

TTHHEE  VVOODDOO  DDIISSAASSTTEERR  IINN  NNOOVVEEMMBBEERR  11991177

The withdrawal of the Italian troops through the Boite valley during the first ten
days of November 1917 was hectic and laborious, marked by the need to get to the
plains immediately and at the same time to exploit the great potential of the Cadore-
Maè fortifications to the greatest possible extent. The people of San Vito, Vodo and
Venas thus realised, to their bitter astonishment, that the mouths of the very guns that
had been installed to make their valley impregnable against any enemy offensive were
now, by an irony of fate, turned against their own homes.
At 1 o’clock in the afternoon on 6 November, the Austrian mountain troop vanguard
came into the main square of San Vito, and on the morning of 8 November the first
shots were heard from the Italian artillery at Sadorno, Pian dell’Antro and the Venas
passage, as well as from the 75s on the heights of Socchiuse and Sottiera, on the right
bank of the Boite, and, presumably, from Mount Rite too. By 1 o’clock the shelling
of San Vito reached its greatest intensity, at 5 o’clock it seemed to be directed only
against the village of Vodo and at 10 at night all was quiet again. The inhabitants of
San Vito could see the entire valley of the Venas passage and the north side of Mount
Rite lit up by the flames that were devouring Vodo.
On 9 November the news came through to San Vito that resistance at the Venas pas-
sage had completely petered out. The bridge over the Rudan near Peaio and the one
over the Boite along the Venas-Cibiana road had been blown up and the village had
to provide accommodation for the enemy troops, most of whom came from Galicia.
So Vodo found that it paid the highest price for the last throes of the Italian defence
effort: when the people were all able to return to their village, forty-three families
found that their homes had burnt down and that all their belongings had vanished.
The parts most hit and damaged by fire were Chiarediego, which was totally destroyed,
and a large part of Rezzuò. Not a single house, however, was left with a window in-
tact, and even the Church of Santa Lucia was practically destroyed; the only parts
that were saved were the bell tower and the treasures and rich adornments that the
parish priest had managed to drag out by rushing through the flames. The Cesare
Vecellio altarpiece with its triptych of Our Lady between Saints Lucia and Gothard
was burnt, and also lost were priceless vestments and sacred ornaments including a
magnificent olive-tree cross that had decorated the second side altar to the right.
The fire naturally did not even spare the Mount Rite cableway, all the machinery of
which was damaged and completely unserviceable, or the railway engines that over-
turned and crashed into the valley of the Ruvinian.

17.1 VODO - BECCO DI CUZZE (Accesso A)

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
This excursion gives the opportunity of visiting some interesting defence works
in secluded and attractive surroundings, with excellent views of Mounts Pel-
mo and Antelao. Cross the bridge over the Boite (828 m) under Vodo di Cadore,
go up the vehicular road to the Cuzze saddle and go on until you get to the
beginning of Italian Alpine Club route 493 and the Access B car park. Contin-
ue along route 493 on foot towards Serla, following the signs, to four artillery
emplacements at the Cucei saddle. An alternative to the Access B car park is
to go on as far as the Cercenà dairy farm and then take the path to Crepe di
Serla, from which you will find the Access B path to the four gun emplace-
ments.
DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE
About 900 metres from the bridge over the Boite (about 470 metres from the
Access B car park).
DURATION
From the Access B car park to the top of Becco di Cuzze and back by the path
going round the summit, 5 to 6 hours.
DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
A challenging walk to the top of Becco di Cuzze, including the section along
the summit ridge. A sure step is necessary for the stretches at a high altitude
and on wet grass.

17.2 VODO - BECCO DI CUZZE (Accesso B)

Take the military path, which has been repaired by the Vodo Alpine Regi-
ment unit.
At various points you will see wooden bridges that have been restored
according to the techniques formerly adopted in this area.
The route climbs the narrow valley at the foot of the Serla rib, serving both
the Cuzze rib, where the military works completed by architect Lieutenant
Alberto Alpago Novello have been restored, and the Crepe di Serla rib.
A large number of defence works have come to light all along the ridges
in both these areas in recent years: walkways, entrenched paths, caverns
and positions with more than one entrance. All that can be done at pres-
ent is to mention the existence of these relics of the war, as they have
not yet been either signposted or cleared of vegetation.
Follow the marked route to Serla and then continue south-east through
clearings and fir and larch woods until you get to the ditch near the po-
sitions on the Cucei saddle.

ACCESS B: CUZZE VALLEY – MOUNT BECCO DI CUZZE
The first part of this itinerary is the same as the one that has been de-
scribed to reach Access A, starting from the bridge over the Boite (828
m) under Vodo, going through a magnificently wooded area with shady
slopes covered with fir trees and a few small grassy clearings.
The road, route 477 for Rives, crosses a cart track from Praciastel and Can-
cia (hamlets belonging to Borca di Cadore), where there was once a wind-
mill.
At the fork at 924 metres, leave the road to Ciandolada to your left and
take the right-hand road to the plateau (1,265 m), where you will see a
building that used to be the Cuzze saddle refuge.
The route continues through the wood, climbing slightly through broad-
leaf trees and conifers to the Saudame stream, near which there is a sign
and project information and also some room for a small number of cars
here.

Remains of the military aqueduct on the slopes
of Crepe di Serla.

THE CERCENà DAIRY FARM
The Casera Cercenà is 1,532 metres up in a lovely sunny clearing with a stupendous view of Antelao
and Sorapis. There is a little cowherds’ cottage built of stone and wood with a spring nearby. Next
to the wood on the left-hand side the stables once had room for 120 head of cattle; a part of the
stables has now been altered to serve as a picnic shelter for tourists and trippers.

View of the
village of Vodo
in 1917.

THE TALAMINI REFUGE
1,582 metres high near the Chiandola
pass. It is about 2 hours from Vodo (route
478) and about 1 hour and 30 minutes
from Zoppè (route 456), on a road that is
partly tarmac and partly unsurfaced. It
has a capacity of 20.

GREANES
A large number of blockhouses and ammunition
stores were also built on the left bank of the
Boite, above all on the hills above Vinigo. A
military road, known as the Engineers’ Road,
branched off from the Alemagna near the bend
at Ruvinian and went up to Greanes, a sunny
and pleasant clearing, before starting to climb
the slopes of Mount Antelao as far as the little
Bosconuovo forts above Borca.Railway stock

overturned by the
retreating Italian troops
along the Ruvinian
valley between Venas
and Peaio.

ACCESS A: THE CHIANDOLADA ROAD AND THE DEFENCES
ON MOUNT BECCO DI CUZZE 
After the bridge over the Boite (828 m), just under the dam on the artificial lake,
follow the fine vehicular road (route 478) taking two left forks at 899 and 924
metres. You will find yourself going south-westwards along the Pian del Cristo and
Pian de Coloi until you get to Taulàboni (1,280 m); the road goes on towards La Mac-
eta in an area that is rich in watercourses and hay barns as far as Chiandolada (1,400
m), where there is another fork: path 478 to the left crosses the Ru da l’Oio and
heads for the Val Inferna saddle and Mount Rite, while taking the right-hand fork
(456) you reach the Chiandolada saddle either by the old vehicular road or the wide
bends of the new road that climb the southern slopes of Col Botei. The G.P. Ta-
lamini Refuge is in the centre of a pleasant clearing, 1,582 metres high. This was
formerly a hunting lodge, now transformed into a mountain refuge; some of the
hay barns nearby are well kept, others have been reduced to ruins.
The road to the Chiandolada saddle was conceived as a road to link the Boite and
Maè Valleys, that is to say Zoppè and Vodo, the villages on the slopes of Mount
Pelmo that were the keenest to be connected with each other. The road, however,
like the one from Venas to Fornesighe by the Cibiana saddle, fell far short of satis-
fying war requirements, so much so that in 1895 the Austro-Hungarian General Staff
was moved to do some thorough research into how to outflank the entrenchments
at Pieve and the Venas passage by these routes.

VVIICCTTOORRYY  OONN  BBOOAARRDD  AANN  AARRMMOOUURREEDD  CCAARR

Throughout the third of November and on the morning of the fourth, the Cav-
allera road between Perarolo and Tai di Cadore was blocked by an interminable
line of Austro-Hungarian carts and soldiers struggling up towards Pieve and
then splitting into two separate streams, one along the Boite valley towards
Cortina and the other along the Piave and the Ansiei towards the Tre Croci pass.
Even if many Austrians had already rid themselves of their personal weapons,
the retreat was constantly interrupted by the perverse trickle of requisitions
by the Staff, while the Italian 2nd Assault Division under General De Marchi
of the 8th Army Corps pushed towards Cadore by forced marches, with the 3rd
Cycle Battalion in the vanguard. The Italians knew that the end of hostilities
had been fixed for 3 p.m. on 4 November, and during these last moments of
war they were trying to gain as much booty as possible in the form of territo-
ry and prisoners. The old Dogana Vecchia border seemed far away, however, al-
most Utopian, both because of the distance that still separated it from the Ital-
ians and because of the thousands of enemy troops that were tired and demo-
tivated but were still capable of putting up flickers and spurts of resistance.

Indeed, the Austrians destroyed the bridges as they passed, for example the
Molina bridge between Calalzo and Domegge and the covered bridge at Valle-
sella, so that the pursuit and the race against time became even more diffi-
cult.
At about 2.30 in the afternoon on 4 November, however, the 15th machine-gun
armoured cars of the 5th Section of the 1st Division reached Tai from Castel-
franco on seven Lancias: their task was to cut off the retreat of the Austrian
divisions coming up the Cadore valleys. The squadron immediately split into
two, to follow the enemy along the Boite and Piave valleys, but only the three
cars that headed for Cortina were able to dash to the old frontier, because the
other four immediately ran into great difficulties near the Molinà bridge.
In a few minutes of fast driving, at a headlong pace for those times (70 km
per hour), horns blaring, the Italian vehicles, with 18 men on board, managed
to engage the Austrian rearguard before Cancia, and although the enemy de-
ployed themselves in defensive positions along the road, none had the presence
of mind or the spirit to throw a grenade, which would have put an end to the
enterprise. The lightning speed of the action and the determination shown by
the Italians succeeded in frightening the Austrians, who gave way and allowed
the vehicles to knife through the three-kilometre-long column of troops. Af-
ter passing the bulk of the retreating troops and the Italian vanguard itself,
the three racers came to a halt near the Grand Hotel Dolomites, on the bound-
ary between Borca and San Vito, where the road went up a slight incline be-
fore gently falling again. It had just gone 3 o’clock in the afternoon and from
that vantage point it was an easy matter to command the road and take the
oncoming enemy troops prisoners; they were handed over to the Italian
Bersaglieri cycle units that arrived the day after.
This was how the Great War in Cadore finished, with an episode that took no
victims but was successful in raising the morale of the people of the area, who
saw that they had been liberated by their own Italian soldiers.

The defences on Mount Cuzze were served by a military road that turned off the pres-
ent vehicular road at 1,579 metres and climbed after one hairpin bend to 1,718 me-
tres, where there are four medium-calibre gun emplacements pointed towards San
Vito di Cadore with underground ammunition stores and depots in tunnels dug out
of the rock. This artillery supported the defence line on the other side of the Cuzze
valley, whose trenches and machine-gun positions ran along the Crepe di Serla.
The road continues along the spur as far as a point at 1,693 metres, near two
cavern depots, one of which is in the form of an inverted U. At the end of the
peat field near the saddle another cavern position on the wall of Becco di Cuzze
can be visited, with a machine-gun embrasure and two entrances; the one fur-
ther towards the north-east has steps that have been hewn with admirable skill
out of the living rock.
A path excavated from the rock that goes round the southern edge of the sum-
mit leads to the top of Becco di Cuzze (1,744 m): at a certain point this path
turns into a walkway excavated out of the stone, which was roofed with tree-trunks
during the war to allow the infantry to cross almost the entire plateau of Mount
Becco and get to the trenches on the northern side overlooking Borca and San
Vito. These trenches of various sizes were dug out halfway up the slope, all had
ammunition stores in caverns and were protected from the front by barbed wire.
Work on many of the positions does not seem to have been completed; the final
stages were probably in progress just before Caporetto.
From the Becco di Cuzze ridge you can go down to Tabià Zangrando (1,470 m, with
a small cavern facing Mount Antelao just off the path) and then to the vehicular
road near the Cuzze saddle at 1,265 metres.

The route from Vodo to Forno di Zoldo by the Chiandolada saddle was thus divided
into nine segments, analysed and classified according to their characteristics, width,
length, gradient, condition and, above all the working days and equipment neces-
sary to adapt them to army convoys. These calculations proved that substantial works
had to be done, taking 12,070 man-days. The Austrians, however, reckoned that they
could complete all the work in 16 days at the most, using about 1,000 labourers
equipped with all the necessary tools. The Austrians could actually have done this
work in 1917, immediately after the breakthrough at Caporetto if the Italian Cadore-
Maè fortifications, and especially the Italian defences at the Venas passage, had held:
this would have forced the Austrians to consider the possibility of outflanking the
Italian positions by moving through the Zoldo area, but this was not necessary: in
the event, the Austrian troops invading the Boite valley had little difficulty in push-
ing on to Vodo, Tai and Perarolo.
Just after the Chiandolada saddle, you leave the vehicular road, which goes on to-
wards Zoppé up and down slight inclines as far as Tabià di Fies through meadows
and scattered larch trees, and go up to the Cucei saddle at 1,693 metres. There
are various defence works in this area, forming a secondary line of defence in front
of the yellow line linking the Mount Rite fort and Mount Punta. This line, from
the Landri rib (1,450 m) to Becco di Cuzze (1,744 m) was designed in November
1916 and completed in 1917 by the young Belluno architect, Lieutenant Alberto Al-
pago Novello.
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I LUOGHI DELLA GRANDE GUERRA IN PROVINCIA DI BELLUNO
Interventi di recupero e valorizzazione nei territori del Parco della Memoria

Progetto cofinanziato dall’Unione Europea mediante Fondo Europeo di Sviluppo Regionale
Iniziativa Comunitaria Interreg IIIA Italia-Austria 2000-2006 - Progetto (Cod. VEN 222001)

DIE ORTE DES ERSTEN WELTKRIEGES IN DER PROVINZ BELLUNO
Eingriffe der Wiederinstandsetzung und Valorisierung in den Gebieten des Erinnerungsparks

Von der E.U. Unterstützes Projekt Mittels Europäischer Wärungsfonds zur Regionalen Entwicklung
Gemeinschaftsinitiative Interreg IIIA Italien-Österreich 2000-2006 - Projekt (Cod. VEN 222001)

GREAT WAR SITES IN THE PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial Park

Project co-financed by the European Union through European Found for Regional Developmen
Community Initiative Interreg IIIA Italia-Austria 2000-2006 - Project (Cod. VEN 222001)

1 Forcella Lavaredo
2 Quota “2385” ai Piani di Lavaredo
3 Croda dell’Arghena
4 Giro del Col di Mezzo
5 Misurina - Monte Piana
6 Rif. A. Bosi e Monte Piana
7 Cristallino di Misurina
8 Valle delle Baracche
9 Posizione “Edelweiss” - Sella del Sief

10 Sella Sief - Cima Sief
11 Cima Sief - Col di Lana
12 Da Cima Lana ai Ciadiniéi
13 Ciadinéi - Sella Sief
14 Variante Col de la Roda
15 Cima Lana - Costone Castello - Sella Sief
16 Cima Lana - Agai e Palla
17 Col Da Daut - Col Toront
18 Museo storico a Serauta - Marmolada
19 Malga Ciapèla - Ombretta di Marmolada
20 Zona monumentale della Marmolada

21 Col Ciampon
22 Monte Tudaio
23 P.so Mauria - M. Miaron
24 P.so Mauria - Col Audoi
25 Col Vidal
26 Anello dei Colli
27 Forte Monte Ricco
28 Batteria Castello
29 Forte Col Vaccher
30 Monte Tranego
31 Forte Pian dell’Antro
32 Col S. Anna - La Glories
33 Vodo - Becco di Cuzze (Accesso A)
34 Vodo - Becco di Cuzze (Accesso B)
35 Monte Rite
36 Col Pradamio
37 Spiz Zuel
38 Col de Saléra - Monte Punta
39 Tagliata di San Martino
40 Batteria Listolade

SECONDA LINEA MONTE RITE-VALLE IMPERINA

17.1 VODO - BECCO DI CUZZE (Accesso A)

17.2 VODO - BECCO DI CUZZE (Accesso B)

THE CADORE-MAE’ FORTIFICATIONS
AND THE DEFENCE OF THE BOITE VALLEY
After the annexation of Venice to the Kingdom of Italy, the main Italian strategic
concern in this area was to control the Tre Ponti strait at the confluence of the An-
siei and the Piave, considering it the ideal place to draw up defences and stop
enemy movements from the north and the east, but afterwards, from 1880 on-
wards, it was decided to design the barrier further back, near Pieve di Cadore and
Tai di Cadore, in order to contain enemy penetrations both from the centre of Cadore
and from Val Ansiei before they could easily break through towards Longarone
and Belluno. Between 1882 and 1896, accordingly, the system known as the Pieve
di Cadore fortifications was completed, including the forts of Batteria Castello,
Mount Ricco and Col Vaccher near Pieve and Tai di Cadore, with a whole series of
access and ring roads (Pozzale-Mount Tranego, Costapiana-San Dionisio and San-
t’Anna-Col Maò) and the mountain refuges on Pian dei Buoi and Val Inferna, near
the Casera Razzo dairy farm. While the forts of Batteria Castello and Mount Ric-
co pointed their medium-calibre guns against Domegge and the further bank of
the Piave, the fort on Col Vaccher, very vast and complex, turned the mouths of
its four to eight cannons towards the Boite valley.
The main task of this system was not solely defensive; it was also intended to be
counter-offensive, as it was devoted to the safeguarding of a protected area, that
of Pieve, in which an army corps could easily get ready to head for Franzenfeste
(Fortezza). The idea was to carry out a rapid breakthrough to the west in order to
cut off the wedge of Trento territory that, since 1866, had constituted a trouble-
some impediment to any Italian offensive in Friuli and on the Isonzo, which would
have been fatally exposed to an obvious outflanking manoeuvre after any Austri-
an advance towards Verona and Lake Garda.
The works, however, were in ordinary masonry, easily dominated from the surround-
ing heights and unable, with their hollow traverses that could easily be picked
out in the woods, to provide a proper protection for the guns. Constructed ac-
cording to almost mediaeval criteria (ditch, drawbridge, machicolations, etc.), they
ended by very soon becoming obsolete in the light of the substantial advances in
siege warfare that were made in Europe at the end of the century, and their com-
pletion coincided with the profound moral and economic crisis that afflicted Italy
after the débacle at Adua in 1896; the installations were deprived of the finan-
cial resources that would have been needed to update and rebuild them. 
It was not until 1904, when more funds arrived and new strategic studies flour-
ished, that Cadore again came to the foreground in Italy’s strategic defence con-
cept. After long technical diatribes among H.R.H. the Duke of Aosta, Minister of
War Spingardi, Chief of Staff Pollio, the Eastern Military Theatre and the Artillery
and Engineering Inspectorates, some positions that were of particular importance
for the control of the communications below them were selected. Some strong
armoured positions were thus constructed, specifically two opere basse (lower works)
on Col Piccolo near Vigo and on Pian dell’Antro near Venas, and three opere alte
(higher works) on Mount Tudaio, Col Vidal and Mount Rite. These constructions
complied with the theory of armoured forts that then held sway in Europe, sup-
ported in Italy by General E. Rocchi; often served by boldly conceived and costly
access roads, the fruit of the labours of thousands of Engineers, but also of civil-
ian contractors and labourers, they were designed to hold concrete batteries fit-
ted with Armstrong model revolving nickel steel cupolas for 149 A guns, able to
hit targets up to 14 kilometres away and were virtually resistant to any enemy
attack. Each armoured battery was also served by a series of barracks, stores and
workshops excavated out of the underlying rock, with the capability, through suc-

View of Mount
Pelmo from Col
Grande, 1916.

Embrasure cut
into an isolated
rock mass, Crepe
di Serla defence
line.

Ruins of a
tunnel along the
Cuzze rib.

cessions of defensive circuits, supplementary observation posts and additional de-
fences, mainly in caverns, of ensuring the impregnability of the entire fortifica-
tion against any attack, keeping it operational to the bitter end, even in the event
of the valleys below being entirely occupied by the enemy. The garrison of 300 to
500 men also had shelters, wells, equipment and provisions for months, so that
they could operate even under completely adverse weather conditions.
In the Boite valley, the forts of Pian dell’Antro and Mount Rite, with all their sup-
porting works and ring roads, had the purpose, among others, of protecting the
Italian defences from any outflanking movements enemy columns from Cortina
might attempt at the Venas passage through the Cibiana or Chiandolada passes
aimed at Zoldo and the Maè valley. So, especially during the years just before the
Great War and then during its progress, a substantial system of trenches, posi-

tions and roads were set up in the areas of Vodo, Vinigo and Peaio on both the left
and the right banks of the Boite. These defences were part of the “yellow line” the-
ory, namely that of a furthermost line of resistance extending between Mounts An-
telao and Pelmo, naturally supported by the other fortifications in the area, ensur-
ing the impregnability of the entire Italian system of defences. 
On the right bank of the Boite the system was to serve as a link with the installa-
tions in the Zoldo area, acting as a pivot between the Cadore-Maè fortifications
on one hand and those in the Agordo area, in the Maè valley, on the other hand.
The positions, served by roads, observation posts and shelters, were mainly intend-
ed to link the fortifications on Mount Rite, Col Vidal, Pian dell’Antro and Mount
Tudaio with those of the Cordevole barrier, especially those on Spiz Zuèl (or Agne-
lessa, 2,033 m) and Col de Salèra (1,629 m), which were linked through the Chian-

dolada pass to the defences set up on the slopes of Mount Penna, on the rocky spurs
of Mount Serla and on Becco di Cuzze (1,744 m) above Vodo di Cadore.
The construction of the massive armoured fortification on the Cibiana pass (2,183
m), completed in 1915, however, made it necessary for other complementary de-
fences to be built on the nearby summits, on both the right and the left bank of
the Boite: these consisted of a complex system of trenches, positions and mule tracks
for communications, with machine-gun and field artillery emplacements.
The most interesting part of the fort heritage of Vodo, then, is to be found along
the “yellow line” on both banks of the Boite from Sottiera (820 m) to Pian dei Ca-
soni (1462 m), Malga Bocchiadan (1429m) and Col Botei (1611 m), supported by two
secondary lines from Costone dei Landri (1450 m) to Becco di Cuze (1744 m) and
from Colle di Santa Lucia (1270 m) to Tabià di Lavinà (1100 m). This was all made

more important strategically by the value of the military road from Vodo to the
Chiandolada pass, thoroughly investigated by Austrian intelligence well before
the war began, because they provided an opportunity easily to outflank the Ital-
ian defences in the Pieve di Cadore entrenchments. In October 1917, however,
this line was far from completion, as shown by the frenzied works that were put
in hand at the first signs of the yielding of the Italian front on the Isonzo.
Commanded in the frantic days after Caporetto by General A. Marocco, the entire
fortified area was never given a clear and unequivocal function and was abandoned
prematurely without having the chance to give proper support to the desperate and
spasmodic resistance offered by the Italian troops in the Boite valley, where the
fight they put up at the Venas passage and on Mount Rite led to the destruction
of most of the village of Vodo on 8 November 1917.

The Greanes–Bosconuovo military road on the slopes of Mount Antelao.

Austro-Hungarian
plan of the road
communications
system in the
Boite and Zoldo
valley.

Cover: view of Mount Antelao from the Cercenà plains.
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GREAT WAR SITES IN THE PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial Park

LIST OF ITINERARIES

History and description of the Great War sites

GENERAL INFORMATION

The fundamental intention of this project is to acquaint the new generations with the splendid and enchanting places that were
the backdrop to the terrible and tragic events involved in the Great War on the Dolomite front. The traces of 29 seemingly end-
less months of struggle that have survived the passing of time enhance the fascination and the beauty of the landscape, teach-
ing us to observe, know and learn.
Itineraries of various lengths and degrees of difficulty have been proposed for visiting these sites, some of them fully realis-
able fully considering the needs of people with reduced mobility. The itineraries that are suggested have been selected bear-
ing some basic features in mind, such as historical significance, ease of access and nearness to other sites of historical interest.
We hope that this new historical and cultural opportunity will find a large number of visitors and enthusiasts who not only
love the mountains for their natural beauty but are able to perceive the relationship between man and nature, which has left
very special traces in these spots as a result of the Great War.

OOrrggaanniissiinngg  aauutthhoorriittiieess  aanndd  ffiinnaanncciinngg  bbooddiieess

“…the Alps see prodigies, not only on the part of individuals, but also of big patrols, platoons and whole companies. And not do we
see feats performed by the most expert, but even the youngest recruits soon turn into accomplished climbers. Some new mountain
routes are even opened up under enemy fire to meet the needs of war..." (A. Berti).
A historical record to re-discover the Mountains, not to forget, to know the men that lived this tragic but extraordinary ad-
venture. Memories of war for paths of peace.
This has been, as it still is, the purpose of the work done by the Technical and Scientific Committee of the Italy-Austria Inter-
reg III A project called "Great War sites in the Province of Belluno. Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial
Park". The results of the Committee's labours are the guides and leaflets that give everyone the chance to tackle easy itiner-
aries and experience life on the front line at first hand, realising the difficulties of the existence at an altitude of more than 2,000
metres of the soldiers of the opposing armies.
This is to remember that the war is not something that has been forgotten and that, in the words of Surgeon Second-Lieutenant
Gino Frontali, "...it is not a parenthesis that we can hasten to close to go back to what we were saying before...".

CCoooorrddiinnaattiioonn  aanndd  SScciieennttiiffiicc  aanndd  TTeecchhnniiccaall  CCoommmmiitttteeee


